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Abstract

In the paper we consider the cme-dimensional solidification

af binary alloys in the "finite, system. The authors present the suffi-

cient condition for solidification in th* liquid in front of

the moving solid-liquid interface, the effect may produce

a fluctuating concentration distribution ia the solid. The con-

vection in the liquid and supercooling required for homogene-

ous nucleation are omitted, A local-equilibrium approximation •

at the liquid-solid interface is supposed.;. ;
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1. introduction v • - . _ • . : v . . .".-.

Th» ahape of: the SOlid-liquid interface is rarely the smbotb

one When; aa allbj eolidlfies. It is .-determined' by .the; pha« v "

diagram, the obneentration, the:transport properties of the oyo—

ted and the freeing rate. Roughly speaking:, when the freezing*

rate, increases> the interfao* becomeB irrsgalar, cellular,den-

dritio and at last separate crystats nay form in the liquid.out

of contact with the interface [ 1,2,5 ]. The general theory of

the shape of moving interfaces ia a difficult mathematical pro-

blem. First of all the free-boundary problem of the one-dimen-

sional heat- and mass-transport, called the Stefan problem, was

posed for the semi-infinite system [4]. Sext, Rutter and Chalmers

[5], Tiller, Ratter. Jackson and Chalmers [6] pointed out that

even if the liquid is at a temperature above that of the liquid

-solid interface, the liquid may be supercooled In the sense

-that it may be below its liquidus temperature. This so called

"constitutional supercooling" was proposed to be a driving foroe

for Instability of a planar interface.The rigorous theory of the

stability of the planar interface was developed, independently,
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by Voronkov [7] and Mullins8= Sekerka [8,9,10]. The linear theory

of the Mullins-Sekerka Instability investigates the time depen-

dence of the amplitude of a sinusoidal perturbation of infinite-

simal amplitude , introduced Into the planar shape.Recently the

Hollins-Sekerka theory was extended by Laager to the case of a

freely growing dendrite £ltj.

In this paper we consider the possibility of solidification

In the liquid in front of the moving solid-liquid interfaoe in the

finite one-dimensional system.We vu.1 show that,under certain con-

ditions, the concentration distribution in the liquid,when the sys-

tem is finite,may take suoh a form that a liquid layer in front of

the interface is at its liquidus temperature while a layer adjacent

to the interfaoe is above it.Xb.ls provides a good reason to homoge-

neous nuoleation in the liquid at a distanoe of the advancing soli-

dification front.A solid alloy formed in the liquid will be growing

to the right-and left-hand aide besides the moving of the previous

Bolidification frost.It may produce a fluctuating concentration dis-

tribution in the solid with the isoconcentrates parallel to the

< soiid-Hauid interface We are omitting convection In the liquid and we

suppose a local-equilibrium approximation at the liquid-solid inter-

face. We do not consider how large supercooling is required for ho-

mogeneous nuoleation because our results are only qualitative ones.

2. general oonslderationa

We consider a binary system (A,B) forming a continuous solid

alloy.The phase diagram of the system is represented in Fig. 1.

Let o be the concentration of the leas refractory component B.

The system is one-dimensional with boundaries at x—av and x-Xr.

At the initial moment the system is liould.lt the boundaries x—x.
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and X'XT the temperature la maintained at suoh a value that a

solidification process of the liquid system ie initiated at

these boundaries.The phase diagram shows that as the liquid-

solid interfaoe advances into the melt,the component B will be

pushed ahead of the interface.This will increase the concentra-

tion of B in the liquid and further solidification must occur

at a slighty lower temperature and a higher concentration of B

in the solid.

The Stefan problem describes the solidification prooess in

a one-dimensional semi-infinite system using transport equations

of parabolio type and assuming that the thermal and mass diffusi-

vltiea in each phase are constant and that the density does not

change due to phase changes.Let us write down the sane system of

equations but with the boundary conditions representing the finite

syatem.We will take into aooount only the [0,xL] interval because

our system is symmetrical alwut x-0. We will neglect mass diffu-

sion in tbe solid because typical mass dlffusivities in the liquid

alloy are " 1O5 larger than those in the solld.Let ^ (t) be the

position of the interphase boundary at time t.We have]

the heat-dlffu#ion equation

(1)
!

where T is the temperature,aj and a* are the termal diffuflivitiee

in,respectively,the liould and the solid phase;

the mass-diffusion equation

at "2xz " 0:
where Bj, is the mass diffualvity in the liquid phase.The initial

and boundary conditions have the form:

T(x,O)- ±M . (3)

(2)
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The funotion rf)(t) In (4) represents the cooling condition. The

condition (7) means that there la no mass-diffusion at the boun-

dary xL during the solidification ft' Is the initial moment of

the solidification process). The conditions (5) and (8) are the

symmetry conditions. The conditions (9)-(12) represent the bounda-

ry conditions at the fc (t) interface. The equations (9)and (11) pre-

serve heat conservation and mass conservation,respectively. The con-

dition (10) results from the continuity of T at £(t), the oondi-

tlon (12) is a local-equilibrium approximation} f(T) and g(T) are

the solidus and liquidus curves,respectively,represented by the

phase diagram. ?(x)Jfe+,+, means to evaluate F(x) as x approaches

jr(t) from the solid or the Hquid.respeotively; k is the thermal

conductivity (a =k/cry ),cT is the specific heat per unit volume,

O is the density, A is the latent heat per unit volume.
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Let T, (a(x,t)) be the equilibrium temperature of the solidifi-

cation corresponding to the concentration distribution In the li-

quid and according to the phase diagram,If the temperature of the

liquid,£(x,t) is greater than Tk(c(x,t)) at every x£(O,|
r(t)),

the precipitation of a solid will occur only at £ (t) interface,

where Tk is equal to x. The solidification front, £(t), being

a solution to the Stefan problem Is then a single-valued function.

It is of interest to find a oondition which may stop the £ (t) tcing

a single-valued function' and let a new solidification front be

generated in the liquid. In other words,to find a condition when

the temperature of the liquid,T(x,t),la equal to T^cCx.t)) at

a certain point ik in the range (0, fc(t}) but is still greater

than Tk(o(x,t)) at every x£(X\£<t)). It provides that when the

system is cooled at the boundary x-xL, not only the $" (t) front will

advance into the liquid but the solid will be precipitated, near X"

as well. Let us have a look at the forms of T(x,t) and T.(c(x,t))

la the liquid when the £ (t) is a single-valued function. Both of

them are monotonio decreasing functions such that'STT/dx and oX^f^yi

are negative at every x€{0, £(t)). Let us notice that the thermal

diffusivity,aj*,and the latent heat,A , axe mostly responsible for

the form of the T(x,t) distribution;the mass diffuslvity,i)ltand the

phase diagram - for the form of the ?k(c(x,t0) one. It is known that

thermal dlffusivities in alloys are "10 greater than mass diffusi-

vities.Then it is expeoted that'oTp£will not change its sign near

the^(t) boundary and that mass diffusion will control the solidi-
only

ficatlon process. So we shall be dealing/with mass diffusion problem.

Thp pfih.it o-f interest is that in which ma3Sdiffusion causes 'oT7/3x

to be positive near the £ (t) and consequently, after some time, the

solidification front stops teing a single-valued funotion.



3. Sufficient condition for

mar the solidification front

Let T(i,t)) and 2k(o(x,t)} at t</tQ have the form repreeen

ted schematically in Fig.2. It is expected that the solidifica

tion rate is large at t^tg , but at a certain t-tQ it may be

suddenly reduced. The alee of thia effeot depends on the mass

diffusivity, the phase diagram and the Initial temperature,

V« will shov that ̂  \fe* o&J change its sign into a posi

tive one near the solid-liquid boundary in the finite system

when the £(t) rate becomes suddenly much lower.

Writing relation

(13)

we see that the sign of 1) T t/2 x is determined by the form

of the c(x,t) distribution. For the phase diagram represented

in Fig.1 we have dI./dc<0 and d^T^/dc^Q, so 3 *Tty£)x* may

be positive only when 3 o/9 x becomes negative. We will show

that it may happen near the fc" (t) boundary at a certain t^t .

To show it we assume that the solution, e(x,t), of equa-

tion (t), when the boundary ^ (t^t#) is given, may be repre-

sented as the sum of two solutions[1X]

O • C + 0-B

Let OQ be a solution of the Cauehy problem, i.e. the problem

of finding a solution to the equation

f«r to<^-<^Xill ( tfin is a finite time),in an infinite

which satisfies the initial condition cr,(x,t_), represented

in Fig.5. The initial distribution, ec{x,t0), is symmetrical

about x-^{t 0); it ensures the position of the maximum at

x-£(t0) against moving with time. For x<0 and x^2^(t Q) the

form of eg(x,t0) is chosen in an arbitrary way. the Justifica-

tion will be given later. However, in the finite region

x£(0, t(t )), the initial condition has to represent a real

concentration distribution being a solution to equation (2) at

time t0 . Of course, this concentration distribution is not

exactly known. We assume that, first, the concentration gradient

near the boundary W t Q ) , 3c a/3x[ ^ , is large ( it is a res*

pense to a high rate of solidification for t<t , i.e. a large

amount of substance rejected from the liquid-solid boundary to

the liquid per malt time according to equation (11))*; and seoon>

dly, 9 fo 0/9x
f^0 in a neighborhood of x-£(t#).

Let e-f be a Fourier eolation of the equation

- , (13b)

I.e. satisfying the Initial condition that the initial concen-

tration is aero throughout the medium,

Oy(x,tc) - 0 , for

and twe beuadary oemdltlena, namely

because of (•) and (H),

(17)

-2 « D

9x

;|rftJ
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Now we-will be seeking the change of the slope of o(x,t)

for t^t near | (i), wtten the solidification rate i» suddenly
rednoed. We expeot

to.bia negative near the boundary J. (t). .

-, It.la known that the solution o£ the Cauohy problom with the

, initial-condition as in FigiJ. had the property ,„

<

iii soaa neighborhood of '

Therefore if we obtain

in. some n«ighborhood of x»t (t), than the in*4uaiity *S oydx <^0

near x-^{t) will b« valid for any Taauea of |^ 2c 0/^i
2[ and

| "3 2Oj,/9i2|F as long as the produat of the domains for (19) and

(20) is a non-zero domain. In order to prove (20) we will study

how op(xft) varies at x-J:(t) and x-0 for t^t Q . let u» oonsider

the boundary condition (11) written in the fora

At t-t is large and positive,

is aero, djr/dt 1B large. At t-tQ+£, 3oc/c)x is being still

large in some neighborhood of x» fr(tQ) if E l s small enough, but

dfc/dt is highly reduced. So

6t

Thua , it follows from (22) tha-t

(-23)

Next w* consider the change of c ? near x»0.

The Cauchy solution to equation (15a), with the initial condi-

tion represented in Pig.3, gives

for

In that case

for t >

because of (8) and (H)-..

The faort that "dvnf&x.\ is a.nonpoaltiTe function will
- . " ° lv»fl

enable us to get knowledge of the sign of o o-gfox near

x>£(t +£)..£ ), where CK©^<1. This is an explanation why wa

have chosen such a fora of the initial condition OQ{X,%Q) in

the intervals x<0 and x>2t (t Q).

Now, it follows fron the inequalities (23) and(24) that theT
flux of nass at the point x»0, $_*, »-

and the one at x-£(t),$ s-feff
5 •V-f'ft)

A , is negative

is positive.

It means that the ays tea, bounded by x*0 and x*£(t), loses

mass over both boundaries at every t £ (to,tQ+£>.,£ ). However,

the equation (15b) is the non-source one and o^(x,tQ)«O at

t-tg. Therefore, the outflow of aaas in both directions causes

Oj(x,t)<O at every t£(tQ,t0+ G^S )• Let us restrict our oonai-
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derations to a neighborhood of ^(t ). Because Cp(x,t) is dec-

reasing with time, being zero at t=tg, thus 9 c f ^ t<0 and.

we have

near x= (25)

from the equation (15b).

Let us write down the relation (13) at x» £~(t) using (11)

and. (U)

Owing''to (19) and (25) the firat term on the right-hand side of

(26) becomes positive. Therefore, keeping the second terra small

enough (sufficientlysmall dt/dt according to the maas diffusivi-

ty and the phase diagram), we obtain '32T,/Qx2>0 in a neigh-

borhood of £ (tQ). In other words, the function Tk(c(x,t)) ta-

kes the form represented schematically in Pig.4, So, after so-

me time of cooling, T(x,t) curve manages to touch T (c(x,t))

curve at a point ahead of the advancing interface. This means

that the solidification front, f'(t), being a solution of the

Stefan problem, ceasea to be a single-valued function and the

solid may be precipitated in the liquid out of contact with the

solid-liquid interface.

We do not take into account a supercooling which is requi-

red in homogeneous nucleation. Our result is only/ qualitative

one so we cannot say if the change of the slope of Tfe(c(x,t))

curve near the £ (t) is sufficient to cause the solidification

in the liquid near the |" (t) when we do not omit the required

supercooling.

-li-

4. Concluding remarks

In the paper we have been dealing with the sufficient con-

dition for the breakdown of tie ^ (t) as a single-valued

function in the <ane~dioeiisional solidification of binary alloys.

We have shown that when the solidification rate is suddenly

reduced ( thlfl protî as Is expected to tslce place) the nucle-

atlem may be initiated in the liquid out- of contact with the

moving solid-liquid int-erface and the solidification processes

will Btart to the right- and left-hand side from this place.

Consequently., two. new solidification fronts will be raoring

besid«s the movement of the first solidification front. This

effect may be repeated and it may cause a fluctuating concen-

tration distribution in the solid.
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